The Monthly Observations
for November 2021

Welcome to Psychic & Energy Work’s Observations for “November 2021”. They profile this month’s
energetic rhythms and link to this year’s forecast. They aim to help you learn and process spiritual
and energetic things. Implicit in this are intuitive and invisible realms. Insights about collective
dynamics can, from time to time, be really useful.
Scroll down for the Observations about This Month;
click here to read about this year; and/or
visit The Archives to read about last month or earlier.

Would you rather hear the Monthly Observations? order your files here…

Psychic & Energy Work offers face-to-face, video, phone or email consultations. Every
format is just as effective. To book or ask a question, contact Fran here.
ps… Fran’s not on email all of the time. Call or sms for a prompt reply.

“NOVEMBER”S NUMBERS
Every month brings its own dynamics which interact with the year’s chart. Outlined below are the
main numbers followed by my Observations.
This Month’s Chart
each year

in 2021

Birth Number - what we’re here to be/become & exemplify again

11/2

2032/7

M.O. - how we’re likely to arrive at that point

40/4

135/9

Reality Number - the spiritual result(s) of doing such things

51/6

2167/7

“November 2021”s numerological tally….
Combined with the year’s numerological profile, this month produces the following count. Examining
a chart from this angle can help us understand what’s going on. It doesn’t, in itself, signal “good” or
“bad” (life often delivers a mix). What we can find initially jarring comes to promote better
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existence. A count like this can help us process and make sense of whatever we need to. When a
number presents three or more times, its energetic and spiritual themes (and lessons!) increase.
The tally for this month is:
Number

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Frequency

3

9

7

2

2

5

2

3

-

2

Let’s look closer at this…..

“November” brings birth numbers of “11/2” and “2032/7”
it’s time to get wiser and more real again
“11” and “7” dance well together. They’re all about honing consciousness. A single “1” flags a time
to know self better, above and beyond where we were. Awareness is another description of what
“11” encourages. Double-one opens eyes a little wider and helps us truly sense what’s going on. This
often happens intuitively. Good guidance always clarifies things. “1” wants people backing their
horses a little more consistently. It also calls for more individual placement and can first feel alone or
aloof. “1”, in imbalance, sees difference as a problem; too strong a stance in “me” vs “you”. That
never happens in healthy alignment. The universe gifts space to help us be inclusive. We can all
see things from different angles. Uniqueness ain’t bad. Understanding is constantly blooming.
Through this, we come to know interacting; life as a flow, not just canvas. Objective being is so
important. “11” and “7” come to help us channel that.
“11/2” wants self knowing self more – our own, other people’s, other beings’ too. It’s “I” knowing
“I” before it mingles. How else do we honour what we come to? “1” always promotes such
rhythms, helping us be more real in now. The universe sometimes grows these dynamics by placing a
person out on a limb. Master number “1” can feel lonely when it first unfolds as a phase. It can see
self feeling odd; the only one who thinks, feels or does “that”. Egoic “I” is always exclusive. It never
integrates with everything well. “11” helps us learn that futures only truly thrive when we are each
true to ourselves.
Being unique is a potent “1” lesson. We know this yet, often, forget. “11” helps people come to
mingle stronger, clearer somehow. That often involves internal adjustment; not an outward shift
others see. A few “2”s feature as birth numbers this month. That vibe represents social life at work
or at play. It flags self’s “mingling” with any outer aspect. It also denotes socialisation. Last month
sent learning around power and position. They represent different states. Some can see title as
right to rule unthwarted. Is power the scope to force or punish ‘cos “I” can? Stances like these,
over-used, only ever come from imbalanced mind. Nothing and no one can take your power. That’s
given away when things get loud. Self determines its value alone. Egoic self often affirms, “that’s all
there is”. Powerlessness prevails in certain forums but no world is only one neighbourhood wide.
There is nothing to fear but fear itself. Breathe and let flow to process all sense of victim.
So… “11/2” always comes to hone selves; make them more robust somehow. Implicit in this is
learning about intuitive life; what that involves. Your “little voice” is intuition. When spiritually
referenced, it works with reality. Listening to self is important – soul-level “I”, not over-thinking
“me”. It’s even more of a value add when we allow divine guidance, too. Source has a vested
interest in ensuring success manifests at every end point. It guides and instructs in every moment,
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especially when we choose to receive from It. If this month asks you to stand taller than you were,
use breath to ground in energies like these.

My Clearing Cards® help self back to core
Life flows best when we choose to release egoic rhythms
consciously. There is no such thing as coincidence, especially in
spiritual realms. There are 80 Clearing Cards® to a set, each
offering two levels of message. Either or both can help you shift, discover and intuit
more. Life reveals heaps when we relax; focus on breath; and give it the space to
wholistically inform. To purchase or read more about my Clearing Cards®, go through
to my Shop or click here.

This month’s M.O.s are “40/4” and “135/9”
get your house in order; make room for your future!
“4”s via “40” will reinforce what I have written above. This number flags a time for greater
awareness; wider or deeper perspectives. It also denotes planning, organising, preparing to do/live
better downstream. “5” is when we launch rockets; “4” gets us ready for this. It can, therefore,
boost introspection, analysis, review. It wants everything ship-shape for the future. “9” has a similar
aim.
As M.O.s this month, these vibrations are likely to hone whatever we need. “4” is a place of structure
and approach; a time for ensuring quality. “0” guides self to use space well and, through this,
understand. Teamed with “4”, this augers well: both of these vibes help life sort. “4” crystallises real
needs from extras; how we can respond to life. It also boosts the need to research to become
clearer, wiser, about stuff. This unites with “November”s “7”s; they promote wisdom as a practical
tool. More awareness of how life really works, this month, seems sure. That’s great news!
Healthy futures rely upon sorting. To receive newness, it pays to spring clean. “3” will nudge
people to sense things and express whatever they need to. This number seeks the vocalisation of any
stuff that’s been held down. It lobbies for healthy and balanced flow.
“5” speaks of change; shifts into goodness. This month looks certain to help you progress. Numbers
clear to welcome in the future. How can Source deliver if your entryway is stuck? This is why
connecting matters as an energetic discipline. Life is a river and, to manifest well, it pays to let it
flow as it needs to. Exercise, time out and breath (out through mouth) create sound, receiving
space. So does expression – to self first, then to other if that’s required. Meditation and making time
to process helps things unfold spiritually. Everything births on this level. Make room for your future
by letting things clear.

**************

clearings, healings & meditations over video or phone
… not to mention readings and other forms of energy work. Sometimes, life presents in ways that
stun us – often just as we need to stay grounded. Via WhatsApp, Skype, phone, video or email, I tune
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into what’s been happening to help you understand and clear it. Sessions are recorded so that you
can revisit the guidance you’re given. To enquire or make a booking, click here.
You can read reviews about me here
**************

“November” reality numbers are “51/6” and “2167/7”
mind will gain from moments that rebalance
The reality number represents the stances and states we’re due to manifest in a timeframe. “9”
denotes compassion as a grounded, balanced, fair-minded state. “2167” will boost such themes
because it carries “16/7” subtly. This vibe also encourages balance, truth, justice, integrity. It’s the
karmic wheel closing and completing; patterns adjusted where life requires it. The universe has a
vested interest in helping selves get things right. “7” turns lightbulbs on at high volume; highlights
stuff we need to know to hit bullseyes. It can find questions answered completely, never to be
asked again. It denotes “know” in ways that trigger precision. It hones, teaches, shows, reveals. Can
you sense the chance to improve and enhance? This month, as a chapter, should help you get more
things right practically.
Dynamics like the above can inspire when they surface at year end. “51/6” visits every “November”.
This month’s profile contains three “6”s. One is subtle (“2167” adds through “16” on its way to “7”).
“6” seeks realness, authenticity; “me” becoming truer as self. It’s genuineness and also flags
healing - mental, emotional, physical, spiritual…. “6” gets self more real about things. You might
witness this in others and/or you. This, too, augers well for next year: everything’s preparing us for
that now. “7”, as “learning curve” looks certain to highlight, inform and guide. Eyes more open;
more conscious, presence…. Sometimes, numbers jar to help us dive deeper. Use breath – in
through nose and out through mouth - to link to the core of and dissolve any blockage.
Another spiritual month seems likely; more chances to grow and evolve. These words, as well, are
worth noting given the “5”s in this year’s chart. Recalling such things can help people stretch into all
they’re ready for now. “2022” will be a very different chapter. We rarely sense all the value of a
passage until later, somewhere down the track. The universe constantly helps. We don’t always
think that as stuff plays out. The more we know this as fact, however, and let good prevail, the more
we help life even out. Don’t lose sight of your game plan; life’s a long moment of learning to dance.
Keep your eye upon good end points; reference up to receive what’s divine. Source loves to reveal
Itself in action. This month could find you witnessing more of that. Miracles happen. Manifesting
involves receiving. It always pays to get the balance right.

What about your chart?
We each have a specific numerological profile that stems from our date of birth, full birth name and
last birthday. I’ve outlined the collective rhythms for this month but have not talked about your
personal chart. Readings that merge numbers with intuitive downloads can help you transition
through all sorts of things. They’re all about soul - linking to and channelling it more - and what can
occur when we do this.
To book a session concerning past, present or future, or energetic phenomena, click here;
Organise meditation sessions and files here; and audio files here;
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Buy my Clearing Cards® here;
Read about last month or earlier in The Archives;
Check out my courses;
Read some articles; and
Come back from 8 November to hear this month’s interview with Michael Hunter on Three D
Radio’s Metaphysical Show. We never know what’s going to happen as the program goes to air on
the first Thursday of every month. We offer free mini-readings so feel free to email your date of birth
and question or topic to metaphysicalshow@gmail.com. If you miss “November”s Show,
we’ll save your questions for next month. The program likes to be interactive and your
details aren’t used for any other purpose. Join us live-to-air on Thursday 4th at
threedradio.com from 9pm, Adelaide (South Australia) time or revisit this page to hear it
from Mon 8th.
microphone image kindly supplied by gustavofer74 at pixabay.com

To send through your questions or booking requests,
click on the numbers to the left of this screen (or click here!).
further reboots are coming. get ready!
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